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MarcOgram

Club Activities - Monthly Meetings

The MarcOgram is published nine times per year on
the second to last Wednesday of September through
June, excepting December, by the Montreal Amateur
Radio Club. Advertising and copy deadline is one week
prior to publication.

Club meetings are held on the last Wednesday of the
month. The meetings will be held in the Lounge which is
the rearmost door on the South side of the building unless
we have reason to hold it in the Parish Hall which is the
first door on the South side of the building.
An informal flea-market and ragchew session starts at
19:30 with the formal meeting starting at 20:00.
STM buses 51, 162, and 105 stops at or near the door!

Content Editor :
Cliff Tooher, VA2UTC
va2utc@marc.ca
Contributing Editor :
Sheldon M Werner, VA2SH
va2sh@marc.ca

Meetings of the Board of Directors
Meetings of the Board of Directors are open to any
member to attend. Board meetings are held on the first
Wednesday of the month (Sept. to June) at 7:30 PM at
the same venue as the monthly meetings (see above).
Should you wish to attend one of the meetings you are
welcome. Just speak to one of the directors beforehand
to make certain that the meeting has neither been
cancelled, nor the location changed.

Page Layout Editor :
Marc-André Gingras, VE2EVN
ve2evn@marc.ca
Proof Editor :
Nora Hague, VA2NH
Cover photo ©RJCAM 2012.
Articles published in the MarcOgram may be
reproduced provided credit is given to the original
author and the Montreal Amateur radio club. The
opinions expressed herein are, unless otherwise
stated, solely those of the authors concerned, and not
those of the Club, the Directors or members and do not
represent the policy of the Club.

The marcOgram team needs you!
We're always on the lookout for interesting articles to
include into your monthly newsletter. Do you have a
ham radio news item you would like to contribute or just
pass along to the marcOgram editors? Just send your
document or links to Cliff Tooher, VA2UTC
va2utc@marc.ca

Club Directors
President:
Paul Iarrera, VE2OFH
Vice President:
Sheldon Werner, VA2SH
Treasurer:
Jim Hay, VE2VE
Membership:
Vernon Ikeda, VE2QQ
Secretary:
George Hedrei, VE2NGH
Directors at Large:
Craig Brander, VE2YGK
Ron Campbell, VA2RJC
Marc-Andre Gingras, VE2EVN
Earl Paris, VE2ESP

MARC Fundraiser WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT
In order for MARC to reach some of it’s goals, we have decided to re-introduce advertising in the marcOgram
newsletter. The rates are as follows:
Business card
Quarter page
Half page
Full page

$ 5.00 per issue
$ 7.00 per issue
$12.00 per issue
$20.00 per issue

The “Marcogram” publishes from September to June, which is nine issues. We also publish a summer edition during
the months of August/September, which becomes a free month. So we actually publish ten issues. We have a list
distribution of about 200 persons. A business card placed for 9 issues would only be $ 40.00. We are asking for all
members with family or friends who have a business to place an ad. You could also advertise a special function.
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A Word from the President
Hello all,
As I write these words, it would seem that the summer weather
is finally upon us. What a busy weekend I've had. Putting in
the garden, the Solderspot, Sorel Hamfest and field day
preparations today. I'm certainly grateful for the long weekend
as I don't think I would have had the time to do all I wanted to
without it.
I was in Sorel on Sunday, when Michel Graveline VE2WMG
from the BRAQ group launched a lighter than air balloon with
a cross band repeater as payload. I followed it's progression for
some time on APRS and some of our local hams were able to
make QSOs from here in the Montreal area. It was the
highlight of the Sorel Hamfest this year in my opinion. I'm
excited, because Michel will be giving us a presentation this
fall at the Radio Talk event. I got this MarcOGram scoop from
a reliable source and with out naming any names, I'll just
suffice it to say that one of the members of the organizing
committee has leaked this information (-;
Special mention and thanks go out to Eamon Eagon, VE2EGN
for his leadership with the spring Solderspot session activities.
In building the Ramsey HR-40 receiver kit together, Eamon
was perfect in the role of technical lead. Fellow solderspotters

Annual Fees are:
General Members
Associate Members
White cane members
Family members (per family)

$25.00
$25.00
$15.00
$30.00

The membership year runs from September 1 to
August 31. Membership received on or after June 1
commences immediately and extends through the
subsequent membership year - covering a period of up
to fifteen months.
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benefited from his advice and knowledge while gaining a
deeper understanding of a direct conversion HF receiver.
Special thanks also to George, VE2NGH and Charles, VE2RFI
who were also a big help when it came time to tuning up the
radios. Guys we really appreciated you bringing your own lab
equipment and gear to the Solderspot sessions. We would still
be tuning our new rigs if it wasn't for you three. Eamon
however didn't stop there. When VE2EGN showed up at one of
the sessions with a sample keyer on a chip, innocently asking if
anyone would be interested in building a low cost keyer. The
response was so tremendous that we decided to reserve the hall
for an extra session. I don't think anybody really wanted this
session to end and there is already excited talk about what the
next project might be. On the last day Dan Montpetit brought
in material and plans to build tape measure yagis for direction
finding and Charles VE2RFI showed off the offset attenuator
that he had built the week before. Others are interested in
building a key to go with the keyer and perhaps even a CW
transmitter or transceiver. We certainly cannot complain of a
lack of suggestions for projects. What makes me especially
happy about all this is that I know a large percentage of my
fellow solderspotters will not be waiting for the next “official”
Solderspot project, but instead will be home or in small
groups, tinkering on their own personal projects.
I predict the next few weekends and evenings will see me more
and more occupied by field day preparations. George,
VE2NGH and Malcolm, VE2DDZ are helping me out. Many
of the same players as last year will be assuming their same
roles again this year as we try to capitalize on all the hard work
we did last year in preparing our successful event. We placed
third in Canada for our class by the way, under the Concordia
University Amateur Radio's callsign of VE2CUA . This year
we'll be using the VE2ARC callsign, which has not been on the
air for field day exercises for a number of years now.
This month's meeting is the last before the summer break. With
all the Solderspot activities I'm sure that this month's show and
tell session will be interesting. Bring along your own projects,
tidbits, tips and tricks to share with the rest of us on the 30th.
Completed or not, fellow club members want to see what
you've been working on.
73 de Paul, VE2OFH

Club Call Sign: VE2ARC
Club Website: http://www.marc.qc.ca
Club Email: ve2arc@rac.ca
Repeaters
VE2BG
147.06 MHz (+)
Owned and operated by Montreal Amateur Radio Club.
Located on the Pointe Claire water tower.
VE2RED
147.27 MHz (+)
Owned and operated by Montreal Amateur Radio Club.
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From the Desk of VA2UTC
As I listen to the white noise that is HF these days along with
the frying that is the lovely sound of transformers and possibly
other RF interference I have begun to think about the
Marcogram.
The first step is the housekeeping which for me is the hi my
name is part. So hi my name is Cliff and yes I am the new
Content Editor for the Marcogram. Beginning pretty much
immediately I along with the other editorial crew are charged
with creating and publishing the monthly newsletter.
As Paul VE2OFH points out I have a background in media For
the better part of the 90's 1990 – 1996 I was a broadcaster,
producer, program director and copywriter. Two of those
years 1994 to 1996 I held posts at the CBC as a group 4 Radio
Technician, a fancy word for board operator and Producer of a
radio show called Aware at CFMU a campus radio station in
Hamilton. The show featured interviews with people who
were disabled. I did the CBC thing from 94 to 95, Aware
followed from 95 to 96. I left the industry in 96 and have since
used my melodic tones to sell and help customers out on the
phone in the call centre world.
Also as Paul pointed out I do blog and am just beginning to
make a foray into the world of public speaking. My blogging;
lets see. Well I do 4 of them, the first 3 are not ham related in
any way but, I do have my own ham blog located on the web at
va2utc.blogspot.ca. As for the other 3 they are Four Eyes One
Internet which I am revamping, Mixed Nuts which is a blog
that features blogs of interest and blurbs about Montreal places
etc, the last Candid Conversations is the most challenging to
write as it is an interview blog, just like on radio but in print. I
feature stories from people around the world in a Q & A
setting. I have to admit it is my favourite to write.
My interest in ham radio came about in the 80's when I was
part of the Army Cadets. As a member of CC1979 Canadian
Grenadier Guards at Centennial Regional high in Greenfield
Park one of the officers Dan Henderson did a demo of ham
radio with his FT101ZD. I was instantly hooked and decided
to go for the gold. My first call was VE2GOG, I never used it
on HF, that came when I left in 86 and took the call VE3TJL,
while in Hamilton. My first radio a boat anchor FT200. It
worked well enough and was a great heater for my room! The
antenna was a vertical with ground radials. Eventually I got an
Argossy II, Ten Tec made this model and CNIB used it in the
radio program they had. My love of contesting and award
chasing grew and I got my DXCC and got my first ever win in
a contest. It was the ARRL DX contest, I got the certificate for
QRP in 1988. Unfortunately I had to move and the radio
certificates and QSL cards which were supposed to be kept for
me were not, I won't go into that story, it's not pretty. I got
back on the are after many years off air, almost 10 to be exact.
It was in 2004 when I came back to Quebec and got my
VE2TJL call and I used remote controlled radio from that point
on. Up to and even when I went to Alberta for 3 years while
holding VE6TJL I did all of my ops via remotes. That changed
when I came back to Quebec and took my current call
VA2UTC and began building the station. I now have a
Kenwood on the desk. The TS130 connected to an end fed
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Zepp that is fed in the non traditional manner, balanced as
opposed to 300 Ohm ladder line. Still needs a tuner and choke
and I also tune the ground as well.
Besides doing my own contesting I work with a great crew,
VE2NGH, OFH and VA2SH. Paul Shel and George have all
gotten bitten by the contesting bug, George being the most
bitten and we have also had Alex VE2OXA come on board and
yes even Mark Andre and Malcolm joined in recently. Looks
like we have ourselves a contesting crew. Just to rewind a bit
Sheldon and I are part of the VE2MAB group which had it's
hay-day in the 80's. We were well known for our annual event
the Sweepstakes Contesting weekend led by Earl VE2ESP. It
is that legacy that has kindled an interest in contesting and one
of the reasons we now see this crew in action. And just in case
anyone is wondering if I have experience working with
executives of a ham club, the answer is yes, for one year I was
a VP in the Hamilton club and yes I did run Field Day and yes I
had it catered. You'll have to ask them to tell that story.
Speaking of stories there is more.
One story in particular is SOTA, another interesting team like
or individual like facet of the hobby which is gaining
popularity in Montreal as is other radio activity. And that is
where this newsletter comes in. It's my goal to bring stories
from around the Montreal area as well as from around the
world as they relate to ham radio. It's going to be a challenging
thing to do but, I hope that as I and the rest of the team move
forward we will be able to create a new buzz and desire to try
different things in an evolving and fascinating hobby that is
Amateur Radio. I look forward to putting the Marcogram
together and I thank Paul for entrusting me with it's content.
73 Cliff VA2UTC.

Amateur Radio News Line – WA6TIF
May 4 2012 Ed 1812
RADIO LAW: ANTENNA RESTRICTIONS IN BELGIUM
GET TIGHTER
If you think it's hard to put up an antenna in some locations
here in the USA its nothing in comparison to what's happening
in Belgium. That's where antenna restrictions have gotten even
tighter than before and its happening with the government
blessings. In fact, the rules are so stringent that it could force
some hams off the air. Amateur Radio Newsline's Skeeter
Nash, N5ASH, reports:
-The Belgian national amateur radio society's website has
posted an update on the restrictive antenna requirements
recently imposed by the Flemish Government. The registration
seems to apply to antennas that operate between 10 MHz
through 10 Gigahertz, the amount of time a ham is actually
transmitting and the power output of his or her station.
Going by the latest information, it would appear that Flemish
amateurs who transmit less than 175 hours a year at 20 watts
Effective Radiated Power or less, are required to submit forms
to the government for each antenna they have.
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SAMUEL F.B. MORSE ANNIVERSARY

Multi-band antennas require multiple submissions of forms.
For instance, a tri-band Yagi antenna for 20, 15 and 10 meters
requires three separate submissions. And if any changes to an
antenna is made, all of the paperwork must be resubmitted.
But wait. It gets worse. If transmission are made from an
antenna for more than 175 hours a year or with an Effective
Radiated Power greater than 20 watts then it appears the
bureaucracy involved is even more complex. You can find out
just how bad it is at tinyurl.com/NoticeForTxAntennas.
For the Amateur Radio Newsline, I'm Skeeter Nash, N5ASH,
reporting from Jonesboro, Arkansas,
-According to what we are hearing, the Belgian national
amateur radio society's known as the UBA has been attempting
to get these strict antenna rules modified, but to date with little
to no success. (Southgate, UBA Website)
(Editorial note: to view the site translated to English showing
the actual document click or follow the link listed below
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&ie=UTF8&rurl=tra
nslate.google.co.uk&sl=nl&tl=en&twu=1&u=http://www.uba.b
e/nl/actueel/flash/kennisgeving-voor-zendantennes
The untranslated version of the document
http://www.uba.be/nl/actueel/flash/kennisgeving-voorzendantennes.)
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Distracted Driving in Ontario
As posted on QRZ.com by R. L. Burton G4TUT
On April 16 the MTO posted a regulatory notice proposing a
change to Ontario Regulation # 366/09 (Display Screens and
Hand-Held Devices) that would extend the current exemption
for licenced amateur radio operators for an additional five
years. As you know, the exemption was due to expire at the
end of this calendar year, and Radio Amateurs of Canada has
been lobbying for a permanent exemption since this regulation
was introduced back in 2009. We will be providing comments
to the Road User Safety Branch of MTO on this issue and will
continue to press for a permanent exemption. That said, a 5year extension is certainly welcome at this point but is not the
ultimate resolution that we have been seeking. The only other
group to obtain an extension are commercial, public transit, and
public function drivers. You can view the notice in the
provincial registry at:
http://www.ontariocanada.com/registr...43&language=en
RAC and the Distracted Driving Committee wishes to thank all
organisations that supplied letters of support to assist us in
obtaining this extension. This shows the support we have from
many Ontario organisations. Bill Unger VE3XT North/East
Ontario Regional Director Chair - RAC Distracted Driving
Committee Radio Amateurs of Canada

As posted by Robert Lunsford KK5R
May 24 is the anniversary of Samuel F.B. Morse's first coded
telegraph message. The message was sent In 1844 between
Baltimore, Maryland and Washington, DC — a distance of 41
miles. While this may not seem very significant in these days
of world-wide communications, it was the seed that grew in the
minds of forward-thinkers that has eventually brought us to
these days of seeing images from around the world being
brought to us in mere seconds and, of course, seeing man's
footprints on the moon. Morse's middle initials (FB), by the
way, are not the source of Ham Radio's "Fine Business." It
actually stands for Finley Breeze, a strange middle-name set
but certainly no more strange than some of today's name
selections. Also, it is not generally known but Morse was a
very well-known artist in his time and many of his paintings
are still on display in the Halls of Congress. Reading Morse's
development of the Telegraph, it is easy to see that he was an
experimenter that did not give up. Mistakes were made at first
but the end result, one of eventual and great success, has left us
a historical figure that deserves honor and respect.

North Korea Jamming GPS
The voice of America is reporting that North Korea is jamming
GPS signals the report indicates that 700 aircraft and 175 ships
have been affected by the jamming which South Korea claims
is coming from the North. Seoul officials will be filing
complaints directly to the DPRK and also to ITU and ICAO.
The alleged jamming took place in April and as of the report
dated May 8th still continues. The article posted on the VOA
site, written by Steve Herman in Seoul can be read a the
following link.
http://www.voanews.com/english/news/asia/east-pacific/SouthKorea-to-File-Complaints-About-Norths-Alleged-GPSJamming-150765775.html

HORYU-2 Calling all Amateurs
Built by students at the Kyushu Institute of Technology
(KIT), Amateurs have been asked for help listening for
telemetry from the research satellite going under the
callsign of JG6YBW.
The satellite is broadcasting both Morse code and
AX.25 packet telemetry at 437.375Mhz.
For
more
information
please
see,
http://www.arrl.org/news/amateurs-asked-to-listen-forhoryu-2-satellite
73 de Paul, VE2OFH
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